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Abstract
We present a theoretical analysis of the radius, r∗

C, of semiconductor nanowires
(SNWs) grown by the catalytic vapour–liquid–solid (VLS) mechanism. Two
types of the catalytic metal were examined, namely case I: thin film, and case II:
colloids or cluster. In case I, the number density along with the inter-distance
between two neighbouring nucleus, D, and the critical radius of the catalytic
metal nucleus, R∗

C, were correlated and determined by either the thermodynamic
relationship (determination of R∗

C followed by D) or structural instability
(determination of D followed by R∗

C). In case II, the linearly scaling behaviour
of r∗

C with the observed radius of the SNWs was explained by comparing with
experimental data obtained from the literature. Commonly in both cases, it was
shown that r∗

C is thermodynamically determined, assuming the kinetic effect
due to the initial diffusion length of the gaseous semiconductor precursor in the
early stages of the growth of the SNWs, and that r∗

C mirrors R∗
C only when r∗

C
is greater than R∗

C. We also found that the theoretical analysis of r∗
C is matched

well with experimental data in the literature.

1. Introduction

One-dimensional (1D) semiconductor nanomaterials can be prepared via a multitude of
different routes, for example, the vapour–liquid–solid (VLS) mechanism [1–13], epitaxial
growth processes involving self-assembly [14] and organization [15], and spontaneous shape
transition [16]. These materials not only offer the possibility of reducing and miniaturizing
the feature size of high performance devices and enhancing the quantum confinement effects,
but also superior performance for nano- and micro-electronic devices [8, 11]. Since Wagner
and Ellis suggested the VLS mechanism to elucidate the growth of large whiskers [17], the
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Figure 1. (a) Schematic illustrations of the VLS mechanism for the growth of the SNWs with case I:
the catalytic metal thin film, and with case II: the catalytic metal colloids or clusters. (b) A typical
catalytic metal–SNW binary phase diagram showing the growth procedure of the SNWs.

catalytic growth of various 1D semiconductor nanostructures has been successfully explained,
although some exception to this rule was reported [18]. In the VLS mechanism, phase
evolution occurs when the process temperature is elevated well above the eutectic temperature
of the semiconductor–catalytic metal binary phase. The phase evolution associated with the
binary phase diagram proposes that the growth of semiconductor nanowires (SNWs) hinges
on a consecutive procedure, which involves the nucleation of the catalytic metal followed by
alloying, the nucleation for the growth of the wires (precipitation), and the growth of the wires
themselves (deposition) [2]. The schematic growth procedure of the SNWs and the binary
phase diagram for a typical VLS process are illustrated in figure 1. Although numerous studies
have shown that the growth of the SNWs can be explained by the VLS mechanism, few studies
have attempted to explain why these SNWs have particular morphology, such as their radius,
length, aspect ratio, and number density, over the surface of the substrate [19, 20]. In order to
utilize the VLS mechanism to explain the growth of SNWs having a well-defined feature size
in a rationally reproducible synthetic manner, more profound study is required to address the
critical size of the SNWs.

In the present study, we theoretically analysed the feature size of the 1D SNWs. In
particular, based on the classical thermodynamics and kinetics, we expanded the analysis of
the critical radius of the SNWs, when they are grown by the catalytic metal-assisted VLS
mechanism. The catalytic metal nuclei considered in this study were assumed to form prior
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to the growth and nucleation of the SNWs. For the sake of simplicity, the catalytic metal was
classified into two types: thin film and colloids (or cluster). The critical size of the metal
nucleus is determined by several mechanisms, such as thermodynamic relationship, structural
instability of metal thin film, and the radius of the starting metal nuclei in the case of metal
colloids or clusters. The critical radius of the SNW is determined to have the minimum total
free energy involving effects given by the initial diffusion length of the gaseous semiconductor
precursor in the early growth stages. The theoretical results of the critical radius of SNWs were
in good agreement with the experimental data in the literature. We also explained why the
radius of the SNWs scales linearly with the radius of the metal nuclei based on experimental
data in the literature. We expect the presented study to give a substantial benefit to elucidate
the morphology of the SNWs involving feature sizes.

2. Determination of the critical radius of the SNWs

2.1. Case of the SNWs with the catalytic metal thin film (case I)

2.1.1. Case where the critical radius of the metal nucleus is determined prior to the number
density. In the early stages of the VLS process, we considered that the catalytic metal has two
types of morphology. For the first type, we considered a metal thin film that was deposited
on the substrate prior to the growth of the SNWs (refer to case I in figure 1(a)). If the
nucleation of the metal film (Process B shown in figure 1(b)) and the alloying process take place
simultaneously, it cannot be confirmed that the metal nucleus has an anisotropic morphology,
in the case of precipitation followed by the growth of the SNWs. Therefore, 1D uniaxial
growth cannot be expected. Experimentally, it has been reported that the interface between
the metal nucleus and the SNW is nearly flat [2–4]. This flat interface does not result from
the simultaneous metal nucleation and alloying. Therefore, it is reasonable to suppose that the
metal film is nucleated before the alloying process (Process A shown in figure 1(b)) [1–4].

The observed radius of the SNWs, rN, where subscript N is for the nanowires, is known to
be determined by the radius of the catalytic metal nucleus, RC [1–4]. Additionally, the number
density of the SNWs per unit surface area of the substrate with the average inter-distance
between two neighbouring SNWs, D, is also determined by the number density of the metal
nuclei. In order to understand the underlying factors determining such length scales, namely
RC and D, it is necessary to investigate the critical radius of the catalytic metal nuclei, R∗

C. In
addition to its effect on D, R∗

C also determines the average volume of the metal nuclei under
certain reaction conditions. Assuming that the metal thin film is mostly transformed into nuclei,

R∗
C can be expressed such that R∗

C = [ 3
√

3D2h0
4π(2−cos φ)(1+cos φ)2 ]1/3, where φ is the supplementary

contact angle of the metal nucleus on the substrate and h0 is the initial thickness of the metal
film (refer to figure 1(a)). Considering this geometric relationship of R∗

C ∝ D2/3, the problem
whether the determination of R∗

C precedes or succeeds that of D should be addressed.
The first hypothesis corresponds to the determination of R∗

C before that of D, postulating
that the critical time for the determination of R∗

C is much smaller than that of the film
rupture accompanying a morphological transformation. Based on the theory of heterogeneous
nucleation, R∗

C is determined to have the minimum free energy, �FC, which can be written as
follows [21]:

�FC = π R3
C

3
(2 + 3 cos φ − cos3 φ)�GVC + π R2

C(γCS − γSV) sin2 φ

+ 2π R2
CγCV(1 + cos φ), �GVC = −kTP

�C
ln

(
PC

PE
C

)
, (1)
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where k is the Boltzman constant, TP is the process temperature (refer to figure 1(b)), and
γ is the interfacial energy, with the subscripts C, S and V corresponding to the catalytic
metal nucleus, substrate, and atmosphere, respectively. The interfacial energies satisfy the
relationship γCS − γSV = γCV cos φ. �GVC is the chemical free energy change of the phase
transformation of the metal nucleus per unit volume of the metal, �C, and PC and PE

C are
the supersaturated partial pressure and the equilibrium vapour pressure of the metal at TP,
respectively. Although the value of φ can vary with RC, leading to change of shape of the metal
nucleus, we assumed that the ratio between a dipolar domain interaction energy due to surface
stress difference at the edge of the metal nucleus (γd) and γCV has a relatively small value. A
value of γd/γCV that is sufficiently smaller than 1 gives rise to nearly constant isotropic shape
(constant φ) of the metal nucleus on the substrate [14]. When the value of γd/γCV is much
larger than 1, further study involving self-assembly or organization of the metal nuclei during
the VLS process is required [14, 15]. Differentiating �FC with respect to RC gives R∗

C [21]:

R∗
C = − 2γCV

�GVC
, (2)

where one should note that R∗
C is not necessarily equal to the minimum value of RC, namely

RC,min [19], under which the metal nucleus is unstable to allow the wire growth [19, 22].
In the case where RC = RC,min, PC/PE

C should be equal to PN/PE
N , since RC,min indicates

that the nuclei are supersaturated with the gaseous semiconductor precursor and PC/PE
C for

RC = RC,min should be smaller than that for RC = R∗
C. D is obtained from R∗

C, subsequently.
Right after the alloying process, the precipitation of the diffused out gaseous

semiconductor precursor from the nucleus leads to the growth of the SNWs (Processes B
and C shown in figure 1). Wetting of the semiconductor precursor on the bottom of the flat
interface (between the catalytic metal–SNW liquid alloy (CN(l)) and the SNW solid (N(s)),
where (l) and (s) denote the liquid and solid phase, respectively (refer to phases II and III
in figure 1(b))) is primarily more energetically favoured than the wetting on the surface of
the nucleus. Therefore the 1D anisotropy accompanying the uniaxial growth of the SNWs
is attributed to the precipitation of the diffused gaseous semiconductor precursor only on the
flat interface. Due to the fact that the mean free path of the diffused gaseous semiconductor
precursor is sufficiently small, the initial diffusion length of the SNWs in the early stages of
the growth, l0, is limited to a certain maximum value. This value depends on the difference
between the surface temperatures of the substrate and the alloy, and on the diffusivity of the
gaseous semiconductor precursor, DP. Based on the kinetic theory of an ideal gas, l0 can be
determined from DP and the mean free time, τP, satisfying the relationship l0 = (DPτP)

1/2 [23].
Using the fact that τP ∼ 8 × 10−10 s and DP ∼ 4 × 10−9 m2 s−1 for2 the growth of Si NWs via
the catalytic VLS mechanism [1–4, 24], the value of l0 was 1.8 nm at TP = 700 K. This value
of l0 is significantly smaller than the typical radii of the metal nuclei and the SNWs.

The critical radius of the SNWs, r∗
C, can also be determined in a similar way to that used

to obtain R∗
C. The free energy for the formation of the SNW of length of l0 and radius of rC,

2 In calculating the value of τP, we examined the experimental case of SNW synthesis using incident transport inert gas
(Ar) of 100 sccm at 700 K [3, 4] in a cylindrical quartz tube of 2×10−2 m diameter in which the pressure is maintained
to have 200 Torr [3]. In this condition, the average velocity of the gaseous semiconductor precursor is estimated to
be about 785 m s−1, which is the sum of the average velocity of the air at 700 K (470 m s−1) and the velocity given
by the incident gas flux (315 m s−1). In order to calculate the value of DP, we examined the experimental case of
Si NWs with the Au-assisted VLS process [3, 4]. In this case, temperature-dependent DP was extrapolated such that
DP = DP0 exp(−EA/kTP), where DP0 is the diffusivity at the reference temperature and EA is the effective activation
energy for the diffusion. For simplicity, we assumed that the surface temperature of the substrate is nearly equal to that
of the process temperature, TP. Using the fact that EA = 1.1 eV and DP = 1.1 × 10−7 m2 s−1 at TP = 1300 K for the
diffusion of Si in the Au matrix [24], the value of DP could be estimated.
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�FN, can be expressed as follows:

�FN = πr 2
Cl0�GVN + πr 2

C(γNS − γSV) + πr 2
C(γNC − γNV)

+ 2πrCl0γNV + π(R∗2
C sin2 φ − r 2

C)γCV, �GVN = − kT

�N
ln

(
PN

PE
N

)
,

(3)

where PN is the supersaturated partial pressure and PE
N is the equilibrium vapour pressure of

the gaseous semiconductor precursor, when the composition of the SNW, CN, is equal to that
on the boundary between phases II and III at T = TP, CE

N (refer to figure 1(b)), and �GVN is
the free energy required for the phase transformation of the SNW per unit volume of the SNW,
�N. Given the contact angle of the liquid SNW precursor droplet on the substrate at T , θN, the
interfacial energies satisfy the relationship γNS = γSV − γNV cos θN. Differentiating �FN with
respect to rC gives r∗

C as follows:

r∗
C = γNV

γNV
( 2+cos θN

l0

) − �GVN
= �NγNV

�NγNV
( 2+cos θN

l0

) + kT
[
ln

( PE
N

PE
N

) + ln
( PN

PE
N

)] , (4)

where PE
N is the nonequilibrium vapour pressure of the gaseous semiconductor precursor

at CN = CE
N (refer to figure 1(b)). One should note that r∗

C does not indicate the
thermodynamically allowed minimum value of rC, namely rC,min, as is the case where R∗

C and
RC,min are compared, since rC,min = �NγNV

kT
[

ln
(

PE
N

PE
N

)
+ln

(
PN
PE

N

)] [19, 22] is greater than r∗
C.

In figure 2, r∗
C was plotted as a function of TP in the case of Si NWs. For the

sake of simplicity, equation (4) was rewritten as r∗
C = �NγNV

�NγNV

(
2+cos θN

l0

)
+kT ln

(
PE

N

PE
N

) assuming

that the effect of a liquid droplet of the SNW of finite size is negligible [19]. The term
ln(PE

N /PE
N ) in equation (4) can be expressed as ln{[ζN(CE

N,max)C
E
N,max]/[ζN(CE

N)CE
N]} [19],

where ζN(CE
N,max) and ζN(CE

N) are the extended chemical activity coefficients of the SNW

at CN = CE
N,max and CN = CE

N, respectively (refer to figure 1(b)). In a typical binary

phase diagram, ζN(CE
N,max)/ζN(CE

N) is nearly 1, and CE
N,max can be approximated to 1 (refer

to figure 1(b)) [19], and CE
N exhibits an exponential behaviour with respect to TP such that

log10 CE
N = −(A/TP) + B [24], when CN is greater than the composition of the eutectic

point, CN,eu. Given the fact that CE
N ∼ 0.64 at TP = 700 K (calculated by us) [19, 25] and

CE
N ∼ CE

N,max ∼ 1 at TP = 1683 K (this temperature is equal to the melting point of Si, Tm),
the values of A and B were calculated as A = 237.69 K and B = 0.14, respectively.

In order to verify our theoretical prediction of r∗
C, we compared the prediction with

experimental data of different synthetic cases of the metal-catalysed VLS growth of Si NWs
obtained from the literature. Figure 2(a) shows the dependence of r∗

C on TP for Si NWs grown
by an Au-catalysed VLS process with experimental data for the minimum value of the radius
of the Si NWs [4–6]. It should be noted that the effective critical radius of Si NWs, r∗

C,eff, for
the experimental data is smaller than the observed minimum values of r∗

C. This difference is
mainly due to an outer layer (amorphous sheath or oxide layer) surrounding the crystalline Si
core. The existence of this layer can be confirmed by the high-resolution transmission electron
microscope (HRTEM) images of the wires reported in the literature [4–6]. The thickness of
the outer layer did not vary case by case, since it is determined by the surface properties and
reaction kinetics. Since r∗

C,eff is smaller than the observed minimum value of r∗
C, theoretical

prediction considering l0 is matched better with the experimental data than the prediction
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Figure 2. Theoretical prediction of the critical radius of the SNW, r∗
C, in the case of Si NWs grown

by the Au (a) and Fe-assisted (b) VLS mechanism with different values of the contact angle of
the SNW on the substrate, θN. In order to calculate r∗

C, the surface energy of the SNW, γNV, was
assumed to be 1.61 N m−1 [19], with the atomic volume of Si, �N of 6.71 × 10−30 m3 [24], and
the maintained process pressure in the reactor of 200 Torr [3]. Dark symbols are for the effective
minimum radius for the crystalline Si core, while open symbols are for the observed minimum value
of the radius of Si NWs including the outer layer obtained from the literature [8–10].

without consideration of l0. Shown in figure 2(b) is the dependence of r∗
C on TP for the Si

NWs grown by an Fe-catalysed VLS process, and the theoretical prediction considering l0

shows the more satisfactory agreement with the experimental data than the conventional theory
without consideration of l0, although some experimental data are somewhat smaller than the
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predicted values. For some cases, experimental data of r∗
C were considered to be r∗

C,eff based on
the HRTEM analysis presented in the literature [7, 10–12]. A notable finding in figure 2 is that
an increase in the value of θN leads to an increase in the value of r∗

C. This means that the higher
the surface energy barrier for the anisotropic growth of the wire on the substrate, the larger the
radius of the wire. In the plots shown in figure 2, it is noteworthy that the initial diffusion of
the gaseous semiconductor precursor results in a reduction in the value of r∗

C, even though r∗
C is

smaller than rC,min, which corresponds to the stable growth of the SNWs. This is mainly due to
the drastic increase in l0 which occurs as TP increases, as shown in the inset in figure 2.

As many experimental studies have reported [1–4], r∗
C is smaller than R∗

C and, therefore, the
effective radius of the SNW, rC,eff, is not theoretically confirmed to be equal to R∗

C sin φ. Based
on equation (4), r∗

C is equal to rC,eff and independent of R∗
C. This indicates that mushroom-like

SNWs with a truncated sphere-shaped metal cap can form. However, this shape of SNWs has
not been observed. Exceptionally, in the case where r∗

C > R∗
C sin φ, the gaseous semiconductor

precursor which diffuses out of CN(l) may be coerced to mirror the metal nucleus, due to the
fact that there will be less free energy involved in the N(s)–CN(l) interface. Then, rC,eff is equal
to R∗

C sin φ.

2.1.2. Case where the determination of the number density precedes that of the critical radius
of the metal nucleus. In the reverse case of the first hypothesis, we consider that the critical
length resulting from the structural instability in the metal thin film determines the value of
R∗

C. Metal film thinner than 100 nm suffers from structural instability, when they are in the
fluidic state heated well above certain critical temperature [26, 27]. According to the spinodal
dewetting theory [28], the morphological evolution of the metal film from the state of fast
surface undulation to that of nucleation can be elucidated based on the governing length scale,
λC, which mainly determines D such that λC ∼ D. Sufficiently thin metal film satisfies

the following relationship: λC = 4π3/2γ
1/2
CV

A1/2
eff

h2
0 [27], where Aeff is the effective non-retarded

Hamaker constant of the metal film with the surrounding matter for van der Waals interaction.
For a typical catalytic metal film whose thickness ranges from 1 to 10 nm, the Lennard-
Jones-type repulsion force, −CL/h9

0, where CL is a constant with a value of approximately
10−76 J m6 [23], can be neglected, since the van der Waals force exceeds the repulsion force
by four orders of magnitude. According to the capillary theory [28, 29], the exponentially
evolving amplitude of the surface wave resulting from the instability causes λC to emerge in
the critical time, τC = 3h5

0π
2γ 2

CV/υ A2
eff. υ is the propagation velocity of the surface wave that

is determined by the ratio of γCV to the viscosity of the fluidic metal thin film, η. Given the
values η = 5.38 × 10−3 N s m−2 [30], γCV = 1.15 N m−1 [31], and Aeff = 4.10 × 10−19 J [32]
of Au, τC is calculated to attain 278 ns when h0 = 3 nm. For the value of γCV = 1.15 N m−1,
we neglected the reduction of γCV due to the alloying [31]. This value of τC is sufficiently small
for the rupture of the metal film to occur prior to the alloying process. If the number density
of the holes in the metal film caused by the defects on the substrate is sufficiently small to
neglect its effect in the formation of the metal nucleus, R∗

C can be written using the geometric
relationship as follows:

R∗
C =

[
12

√
3π2γCV

Aeff(2 − cos φ)(1 + cos φ)2
h5

0

]1/3

. (5)

R∗
C obtained from equation (5) might be smaller than R∗

C from equation (2), which corresponds
to thermodynamically unstable metal nuclei. However, in the case where the determination of
D precedes that of R∗

C, R∗
C is determined by the kinetic effect caused by the structural instability

prior to thermodynamic effect. In figure 3, R∗
C calculated from equation (5) was plotted as a
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Figure 3. Behaviour of the effective radius of the SNW, rC,eff , when r∗
C > R∗

C (rC,eff = R∗
C sin φ),

which is determined by the radius of the metal nucleus, R∗
C, and the complementary contact angle

of the metal nucleus on the substrate, φ, as a function of the initial thickness of the catalytic metal
thin films (h0) with different values of φ for the case where the determination of the inter-distance
between two neighbouring metal nucleus, D, precedes that of R∗

C, in case I. The inset shows
behaviours of D calculated by the critical length scale given by the structural instability in the
metal thin film, λC = D (left), and the number density of the nuclei (right) as a function of h0.

function of h0 in the case of Au with different values of φ. For a thin metal film satisfying
a relationship of R∗

C < r∗
C, the precipitation of the diffused gaseous semiconductor precursor

occurs only on the CN(l)–N(s) interface, with the result that rC,eff = R∗
C sin φ, subsequent to

the precipitation. In this regime, the shape of the SNW reflects that of the metal nucleus. On
the other hand, in the case of a thick film for which R∗

C > r∗
C, mushroom-like SNWs with a

truncated sphere-shaped metal cap would form, as analysed in the first hypothesis.

2.2. Case of the SNW with the catalytic metal colloids or cluster (case II)

The catalytic metal nuclei can be prepared by the dispersion of the colloidal metal particles or
cluster over the substrate [1–4]. In this case, the number density and the radius of the metal
nucleus are intensively determined in a controllable manner. And the number density of the
SNWs is nearly equal to that of the metal colloids or clusters [1–4]. Considering the radius
of the SNW, a method of obtaining r∗

C similar to that described in the above section 2.1 can
be applied. The literature reporting the growth of the SNWs using catalytic metal colloids or
clusters shows that the SNW mirrors the metal colloids or clusters. This indicates that R∗

C < r∗
C

satisfying rC,eff = R∗
C sin φ. This mirroring behaviour, despite the fact that R∗

C seemed to
be smaller than rN, can be explained by the fact that the SNW is comprised of a crystalline
core and an amorphous sheath with a thickness of ra, based on the examination of the high-
resolution transmission electron microscope (HRTEM) images of the structures [1–4]. The
formation of the amorphous sheath has been mainly ascribed to the alloying or post-growth
oxidation of the metal catalytic nucleus–semiconductor precursor [1–4]. Therefore, rC,eff is
smaller than rN (refer to the right inset of figure 4). And it is reasonable to consider that ra is
independent of r∗

C and R∗
C, since ra is determined by the surface properties of the structures and

synthetic conditions such as TP, the partial vapour pressure of the reactant, the flow rate of the
gaseous reactant, etc. Therefore, rN should be expressed as rN = rC,eff + ra = R∗

C sin φ + ra.
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Figure 4. Linear correlation between the critical diameter of the metal nucleus, 2R∗
C, and the

observed diameter of the SNW, 2rN satisfying 2rN = 2R∗
C sin φ + 2ra, for four kinds of SNW

grown by the Au colloids (or cluster)-assisted VLS mechanism. Experimental data described by
symbols are obtained from the literature (observed values of ra were obtained from the HRTEM
images shown in the literature) [1–4]. The lower right inset is a schematic illustration of the SNW
comprised of a crystalline core coated by an amorphous sheath with a constant thickness, ra.

The comparisons in figure 4 between this relationship and different experimental data obtained
from the literature show linearly scaling behaviours of rN with R∗

C. In the linearly fitted plots,
the values of φ and 2ra can be calculated. As shown in table 1, assuming that ra is a constant,
we found that this relationship can explain why rN is somewhat larger than R∗

C for various
SNWs grown by the Au colloids (cluster)-assisted VLS mechanism. We also found that the
catalytic metal nucleus has a truncated sphere shape accompanied by a particular value of φ, as
we had assumed. Although some calculated values of ra are smaller and some calculated values
of φ are greater or smaller than the observed values of ra and φ (measured by us) (table 1), the
well-matched linear relationship between R∗

C and rN, accompanying good congruities of the
calculated values of ra and φ with the observed values of ra and φ, respectively, indicates that
rC,eff = R∗

C sin φ.
Additionally, for the catalytic metal nucleus, we can think of the interface between CN(l)

and N(s) as being flat rather than curved. If the interface is curved, the radius of the SNW is
limited, such that r∗

C � [2R∗
Cl0 − l2

0 ]1/2, since l0 is much smaller than R∗
C, and the SNWs do not

mirror the metal colloids. The flat interface of the alloy might be attributed to the partial melting
(or nucleation) of the metal nucleus on the substrate (refer to case II in figure 1(a)). This is also
supported by the calculation results shown in table 1, in which the values of φ combined with
those of R∗

C determine the interface area. Interestingly, the calculated and observed values of φ

in table 1 are somewhat different, in spite of the fact that the experimental data used in table 1
commonly adopted Au as a catalyst. This difference in the values of φ can be explained by the
differences in the synthetic conditions.

3. Summary

We studied the critical radius of semiconductor nanowires (SNWs), r∗
C, grown by the metal-

catalyst assisted vapour–liquid–solid (VLS) mechanism. The thermodynamic analysis showed
that r∗

C is determined by the surface and interfacial free energies of the metal nucleus, substrate
and the SNWs, along with the phase transformation free energy, assuming the initial diffusion
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Table 1. Calculation results of the complementary contact angle of the catalytic metal (Au) on the
substrate for four kinds of experimental study [1–4], φ, that is responsible for the determination of
the effective radius of the SNW, rC,eff = R∗

C sin φ, when r∗
C > R∗

C, where R∗
C is the critical radius

of the metal nucleus. Calculated values of the thickness of the amorphous sheath, ra, around the
crystalline core of the SNW are obtained from figure 4. Observed values (experimental data given
by the examination the HRTEM images obtained from the literature) of φ and ra are also shown
for the comparison with the calculated values of φ and ra. The calculated values of φ and ra in
the case of Si NWs reported in [2] are based on the relationship of the linear extrapolation of the
experimental data stated by authors.

Calculated Observed Calculated Observed Reference
System value of φ (deg) value of φ (deg) value of ra (nm) value of ra (nm) number

GaP nanowires 71.59 68.0 1.55 ± 0.58 4.45 ± 1.12 [1]
with Au colloids
Si nanowires 90 [2] 86.5 2.50 ± 0.75 [2] 2.01 ± 0.55 [2]
with Au clusters
InP nanowires 78.63 63.5 0.49 ± 0.21 2.23 ± 0.55 [3]
with Au colloids
Si nanowires 72.43 74.0 1.05 ± 0.50 1.38 ± 0.56 [4]
with Au colloids

length of the supersaturated gaseous semiconductor precursor. In the case of a catalytic metal
thin film for which the determination of R∗

C precedes that of the number density, we found
that R∗

C is thermodynamically determined. There is not necessarily any correlation between r∗
C

and R∗
C, if r∗

C < R∗
C, leading to rC,eff = r∗

C, where rC,eff is the effective radius of the SNW. In
contrast, rC,eff is proportional to R∗

C, when r∗
C > R∗

C. In the case where the number density
is structurally determined prior to R∗

C, R∗
C was calculated from the characteristic wavelength

given by the structural instability in the thin film. In the case where catalytic metal colloids or
clusters are involved, we found that R∗

C and the observed radius of the SNW, rN, are linearly
correlated, assuming the existence of an amorphous sheath around the crystalline core. It was
shown that the suggested model was matched well with the experimental data in the literature.
It was also found that the SNWs mirror the metal colloids or clusters, assuming that the
amorphous sheath has a constant thickness. The theoretical analysis on the critical radius of
the SNWs presented here would give a substantial benefit to those who want to control the
uniformity of the feature size in a predictable experimental manner and to utilize well-defined
1D semiconductor nanostructures involving nanowires grown by the catalytic VLS mechanism.
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